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FOX n FORESTS is a 2D action platformer with RPG elements inspired by the glorious days of 16-bit! Switch between various
seasons on the fly, shoot and slash with your magic melee crossbow and snatch valuable loot to unveil the mystery of the 5th

seasons. A thrilling pixel art fable with rewarding super secrets, screen filling bosses and thriving exploration. This is 16-bit how
you remember it!

5 SEASONS!

Switch between various seasons to explore new areas, outfox enemies and uncover amazing secrets.

MAGIC MELEE CROSSBOW!

Wield a weapon like no other to shoot, slash, slide and switch seasons.

FOXTASTIC FABLE!

Help Rick the Fox uncover the mystery of the 5th season and bring back justice to the forests and its inhabitants.

RETROTAINMENT!

16-bit how you remember it with gorgeous pixel art and a catchy chiptunes soundtrack.

ACTION PLATFORMER!

A thrilling adventure with engaging RPG elements, clever puzzles and pixel perfect platforming.
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Title: FOX n FORESTS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Bonus Level Entertainment, Independent Arts Software
Publisher:
EuroVideo Medien
Release Date: 17 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GT 630 or AMD Radeon HD 5570

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Game Information

League of Mermaids is a Match 3 game with physics that was developed by Alder Games and published by Legacy Games.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is well done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There is no difficulty game modes to choose from. All levels have their own difficulty.

There is a timer in the game. The levels can still be completed even if the time has run out completely.

The story campaign mode has three chapters with the total of fifteen levels. There are three bonus chapter with the total of fifteen
levels. But they are not connected to the story campaign.

There is a zen mode. Endless match 3 modes with no timer. There is an ability to level up in this mode but it would require a certain
amount of stars.

The bottomless trench mode is to see how far the player can go before the time on the timer runs out completely.

The special puzzle mode features similar puzzles from the story campaign mode.

There are sixteen different achievements that can be unlocked from playing the game. Each of these achievements does come with
some requirements that needs to be completed before they can be unlocked.

Miscellaneous

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. Okay the concept is interesting and the gameplay is nice, but here's the problem. It is
SUPER hard, and it WILL NOT let you quit the game until you "find the answer", which i assume requires you to last a certain
amount of time in this rainbow hell. Thing is, if you aren't all that good at it, not only is it frustrating, but the constantly changing
rainbow lights may start to give you a headache. They may make you start to feel sick. And if you try to quit it asks you if youve
found the answer. If you haven't it won't let you stop. It won't let you lie either. I had to go to the task manager and force shut the
thing down just to make the headaches stop. Do not play this game if you are not good at it. If you are not good at it it will not let
you go until you are. And the flashing lights, they never, never stop.
 Now if you could quit when you wanted to instead of being forced to watch nonstop flashing lights until you 'find the answer',
maybe my review would be different. But as it is, no. I cannot recommend this game. This game gave me a migraine and made me
feel sick, then refused to let me take a break when I needed to get away from the lights. This game is mean and inconsiderate and
might even be actually dangerous to photosensitive people. Like I dont even have a problem with a few flashing lights and it had me
about to throw up, I can't imagine how much worse it would be for someone who's sensitive to that kind of thing.
 So if you're thinking about it, don't. Just. Don't.. Very fun game, getting good deals is addictive :D. Fun little "chess"-like game, but
in my personal opinion WAY to repetitive in the "campaign", which I didn't even complete the first "world" in, because there are no
new gameplay elements introduced really. Same units, same battlefields, different tilesets with varying amounts of "resource
generation"...nothing more, nothing less.

Play it online.. First of all, this game need controller \/ gamepad support ASAP. Other that that, I have next to no complaints.
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Krampus Quest is fair, controls well, and an excellent throwback to some of the best SNES \/ PS1 era platformers.

C- without controller

A- with controller. What a great mission to end the Deathstorm DLC for Sniper Elite 4, It's also the only time the player is deployed
in Germany.
I have to say that Sniper Elite 4 does stealth better than most games that make an attempt to. The level design is top notch, enemy
forces are substantial, they even throw in a new weapon exclusive to this mission. Grab a friend and play through the Deathstorm
DLC, it's worth every penny if you purchase the Sniper Elite 4 deluxe edition.. OK K.O.! Let's Play Heroes is not the best game ever.
But it's artstyle and combination of adventure games and beat-em-ups made me quite like this game. I would also like to compliment
this game's soundtrack, as it fit well with the gameplay.. This game's puzzles and exploration reminds me of Resident Evil, but with
an greater Point & Click adventures influence. Puzzles are well though and designed. Don't expect an incredible story, but it's good
enough. Everything is very polished and detailed. I think a map would be a nice addition. The only problem I had is that sometimes
it's difficult to know what's important in a certain room, you will have to check everything.. It's a gem!

If you like Kairo Games, just get it blindly! No regrets, I promise.

. **Changed review to recomended, Dev is extremely quick at fixing bugs and adding new content!**

Current Features:
Seasons change, you can freeze without a fire or home to rest in.
Many different factions, different types of SpaceSpiders will attack eachother, and so will other survivors.
You can find "Mini-forests" to plant crops in so they last longer.
Build a town and recruit survivors to be woodcutters, hunters and have jobs.
Survivors and Villagers have to eat and sleep and will do jobs.
Underground system with dungeon crawling elements!
Fully randomized world and color each time you play! Seasons will be different each time!

Current Issues:
For Keyboard and Mouse players you have to hold "T" to change your tools, we should be able to press 1-2-3-4-5 to change tools
quickly.
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this game is put together in a very strange way, i like the part that you can mine a planet but apart from that the control is
unfriendly, there is no information about different ship module in the game, some of the MUSIC in this game is horrifically
composed that kills the mood instantly, feels like playing a game that is about cowboy chasing rabbit.
the art style is simple and interesting that reminds me ascII games.. The story was somewhat intriguing, but got lost in the
gameplay.
Gameplay was interesting, but got lost in the grind (I've read warnings about the size of dungeons, and still!) and dungeon-
navigation (meeeh).

In the end (keeping in mind that I played this one at work when servers were stopped, so it's like 8 hours a day and you have
nothing to do at all!) I dropped the game even before I've defeated the 1st lieutenant.
Soz.... Like steampunk? Buy dis DLC
Like Weird guns? Buy dis DLC
Like cool looking guns? Buy dis DLC
Like awesomness? BUY DIS DLC!

. Multiplayer has no difficulty selection.
Multiplayer has no continues.
multiplayer has shared lives.

Unless you and your friends know how to beat the entire game without dying it's useless as a multiplayer game, which is how I
wanted to play it when I bought it.

Don't buy it. Just play the original on an emulator or something.. Cool puzzle game teleport based. Very good for people new to
VR as well as for plalyers with experience.

I say "people new to VR" because it starts with teleport on flat planes. Then on heigths with a bit of vertigo and then with
moving plateforms and then flying.
The progression with VR senses is gradual and gently brings the player to the power of VR.

New VR players wanting to build their VR legs will find a relaxing game with pretty cool puzzles and environements, which will
give them confidence and pushing their potential VR sickness to zero.

Beleive me VR rookies, with this game you will be able to rocket launch everyone in doom-like fast locomotion with jumps and
fly without any dizziness.

And veterans you will enjoy a very refreshing game to relax from the most stress inducing shooters.

 May I add that even low configs will run this game perfectly. Gfx are not incredible but fit very well the style. The artists made
a good job and proves that VR magik doesn't need crazy textures and polygons.

1.3 hours today, I think I am less than 50% of the game. Definitively recomended.
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